
Forestia, in La Reid (Haute Fagne), is fully dedicated to nature.

Its green setting, wildlife park, adventure trails make it the

perfect place for a day out with friends and family.

The park, which stretches over 44 hectares of plains and forests, is

home to 30 different species, 300 animals in total, living there

semi-wildly. Don't miss the trail dedicated to wolves, to be

combined with an exhibition presenting that amazing animal.

Perfect for children from the age of 2:

11 tree trails for all skill levels and ages

Rue Du Parc 1

Theux - 4910

Phone number (main contact): +32

87 54 10 75

Telephone de reservation: +32 87

54 10 75

https://forestia.be
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 Forestia: a wildlife and adventure park in La Reid

fred beard photography

The wildlife park

The adventure park, perfect for children



100 challenges

2 zipwires, ones being 120 m long

Nestled in nature, 5 lodges (each with a terrace) for 4 to 6 persons

offer a view of the animals and a unique experience at the heart

of the forest.

Near the wildlife park, a hotel with 6 family rooms and a double

room also offer a chance to relax.

Visitors can relax at Forestia's restaurant, perfect for small and big

appetites alike. Its terrace, overlooking the park and play are,

offers a lovely setting to relax. Alternatively try the Racoon Café, a

pasta bar.

 

 

 

The Wood hotel and lodges

Forest'Bar, a bar-restaurant in the forest



The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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